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Abstract

Mapping Swedish Parties by Subject Participation on
Twitter

Anton Norberg

In this thesis a subject mapping data mining method has been developed. The method
maps the 8 political parties in the Swedish parliament to 25 subjects based on their
participation in the subjects on Twitter. The method is based on tweets written by
the commissioners in the Swedish parliament and the ministers in the Swedish
government between 2018-04-01 and 2019-04-01. The method shows what subjects
each party participate in on Twitter and how the participation changes over time.
Further, it shows the similarity and dynamics between the parties according to their
subject participation. The purpose of the method is to offer a quantitative analysis
tool, useful to social scientist, that provides new information about political parties. 
It can not be concluded how the resulting findings from the method should be
interpreted. However, I present three questions to investigate in future work. The
questions regard correlation between the subject map and party cooperation, political
spectra and public statements. 
The result indicate that there is a significance issue, due to low participation in certain
subjects by specific parties. This issue can be resolved by decreasing the number of
subjects or expand the data set on which the subject mapping is based.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

Användandet av sociala medier har lett till att stora mängder infor-
mation, som direkt kan kopplas till en enskild individ, finns lättillgäng-
lig. Detta har i sin tur öppnat upp för nya forskningsmöjligheter inom
en rad vetenskapliga discipliner. I detta projekt har en metod utveck-
lats för att analysera svenska politiska partier, byggd p̊a deras riks-
dagsledamöters och ministrars twitteranvändande. Metoden bygger
p̊a vilka ämnen partierna är involverade i p̊a Twitter och kartlägger
vilka av dessa ämnen som utmärker respektive parti.

Syftet med att utveckla denna metod är att kunna erbjuda ett verk-
tyg för kvantitativ analys av politik, som exempelvis kan användas för
att analysera hur partiers aktivitet p̊a Twitter stämmer överens med
hur de uttrycker sig i övriga medier eller vilka partier som är villiga att
samarbeta med varandra. En s̊adan analys är viktig ur en demokratisk
synvinkel. Efter valet 2018 uppstod exempelvis en parlamentarisk sit-
uation vars utg̊ang var sv̊ar att förutsp̊a p̊a förhand. I praktiken kan
detta ha inneburit att människor röstade p̊a en politik de inte hade
räknat med, vilket är ett demokratiskt problem. I ett s̊adant läge
skulle en kvantitativ analys av partiernas twitteranvändning kunna ha
bidragit till en bättre först̊aelse av vilka regeringssamarebeten som var
möjliga.

Under projektet har samtliga Tweets skrivna av svenska riksdags-
ledamöter och ministrar samlats in, skrivna under ett års tid med
start p̊a första april 2018. Förändringen av kartläggningen har stud-
erats över tid och utnyttjats till att beräkna ett avst̊andsförh̊allande
mellan partierna. Resultaten indikerar att avst̊andsförh̊allandet mellan
partierna har likheter med partiernas positioneringar p̊a vänster/höger-
skalan och GAL/TAN-skalan. Det g̊ar inte att dra n̊agra djupg̊aende
slutsatser utifr̊an använd data men en diskussions förs huruvida twit-
terkartläggningen stämmer överens med hur partierna uttryckt sig i an-
dra sammanhang och hur kartläggningen kan tolkas utifr̊an ett samar-
betsperspektiv.

För att vidare utveckla metoden och analysera vad den kan användas
till bör ett längre tidsperspektiv tas i beaktning och ett större antal
tweets samlas in. Vidare kan det antal ämnen som kartläggningen
bygger p̊a minskas.
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1 Introduction

Usage of online platforms and social media is growing increasingly in Sweden.
63 % of Sweden’s population used social media on a daily basis in 2018, which
can be compared to 28 % in 2010 [1].

As our social media usage increases, so does the information we share
publicly about ourselves. A resulting negative consequence is that we, indi-
rectly, may share information we do not intend to. For example, researchers
created a model, based only on Facebook user’s likes, that discriminated
between heterosexual and homosexual men with 88% accuracy and between
democrats and republicans with 85 % accuracy [2]. Consequently, we put
ourselves at risk of being exposed to privacy violation, when using social
media.

At the same time, the large amount of publicly available information
opens up for research on accessible personal data, shared in different set-
tings. Though accessible, the process of discovering interesting patterns in
these large social media data sets, i.e. the data mining process, is challeng-
ing and makes up a research field on its own. A field that spans over all
social media platforms and seeks to generate information to various scien-
tific disciplines.

In this thesis I develop data mining methods in the context of Swedish
party politics on Twitter. The development of the methods are important
in themselves, as they open up for a less labor intensive way of quantitatively
analyzing politics, which is of interest to social scientists.

Furthermore, the resulting findings of the methods, i.e., the analysis of
Swedish party politics on Twitter, contributes to a better understanding of
our political parties, which is of high interest as one of the fundamentals of
a democracy is that the people who vote, know what they are voting for.

This aspect of democracy, puts a responsibility on voters, to seek knowl-
edge about what political options to choose from, as well as the political
parties, to spread information on their positions in different political mat-
ters. Sometimes a party’s position in an important matter is not known
publicly, and that poses a democratic problem.

As an example, in the 2018 Swedish election, two major blocks where
apparent prior to the election. Publicly the parties said they would coop-
erate within the blocks, and no further information was given. However,
the result of the election led to a parliamentary situation which could only
be resolved if the parties cooperated between the blocks. Consequently, the
power was distributed in a way, that the voters could not expect given only
the information that had been put out officially by the parties, prior to the
election.

In such case, a quantitative analysis of social media usage, could possibly
have been used to better understand the probable government coalitions. As
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stated earlier, a person may share information it does not intend to, when
using social media. This fact holds true for political parties as well, i.e.,
social media may be used to reach further than the official party line, which
is a strong argument of using social media to analyze politics.

In this thesis I develop data mining methods, using tweets from politicians
in the Swedish parliament and government, spanning one year in time. By
aggregating the politicians by their party affiliation, I develop a subject map-
ping method, aiming to show what political questions and general subjects
each party participates in. Using the map, I show the development over
time and define a measure to investigate how parties relate to each other,
in terms of what subjects they participate in.

As an extension of the work, I use the Twitter data in the context of
community detection. There are direct connections between Twitter users,
such as following/follower relation, replies and retweets, that are common
ways of constructing networks on Twitter. However, such network can also
be constructed from the usage of hashtags, by defining an edge, when two
users use hashtags considered to cover the same subject, with a frequency
lying above a certain threshold [3]. Applying a similar methodology, I con-
struct a multiplex network, where each layer represents a subject consisting
of the people participating in that subject. I apply a community detection
algorithm to the multiplex network to show how users and subjects form
communities, and discuss such model, compared to the subject mapping.

Furthermore, I construct a retweet network and discuss its dynamics and
how it can be used to detect people with a specific political affiliation.

1.1 Thesis aim

The thesis aim is to develop a subject mapping method, in the context of
Swedish party politics on Twitter, that answers three specific questions.

1. What political questions and general subjects does each party partic-
ipate in, on Twitter?

2. How does the participation in the subjects change over time?

3. How do the parties relate to each other with respect to the participa-
tion in the subjects?

1.2 Evaluation

I qualitatively evaluate the subject mapping in the context of method de-
velopment as well as the resulting findings from it.

The subject mapping, regarding what political questions and general
subjects each party participates in, is presented through different visualiza-
tions and I discuss the strength of each type of visualization. To put the
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resulting findings in a context, I compare the answers of the most important
questions in the 2018 election answered by a representative of each party, to
the findings of the subject mapping.

I discuss the temporal aspect in the context of the significant political
events, from the time of the data collection and discuss if there are any
significant trends over time.

To evaluate the relation between the parties, derived from the subject
mapping, I compare the results to the parties positions on the political
dimensions of the GAL/TAN and left/right scale. The main point to inves-
tigate is if there is a correlation between a similarity in the subject mapping
and a closeness on the political dimensions.

2 Background

2.1 Twitter

Twitter is an online social platform, where users interact through messages
known as tweets. A tweet is restricted to 280 characters and can be in the
form of a post, in which it is not intended to reach a specific user, or a reply
to another tweet, written by another user. Apart from replying to tweets,
users can interact by liking tweets, mention other users and by sharing a
tweet written by another user, so-called retweeting. A tweet is automatically
categorized into specific hashtags, if it contains a hashtag word defined by
the prefix #, such as #Twitter. Twitter also contains a personal message
function, where users can interact non-publicly. Each user has a home page
on Twitter, containing a picture and a description of the user, together with
a feed of his or her tweets and retweets.

2.2 Politics and Twitter

Twitter was first launched in 2006 and has, since then, become a widely used
social media platform. 22 % of the Swedish population was using the service
in 2017, while 6 % was using it every day. This number has fluctuated since
2015, but has significantly increased since 2011, when 8 % of the population
was using Twitter and only 2 % used the service on a daily basis [1].

Twitter is commonly used by politicians, both in Sweden and worldwide.
269 out of 349 commissioners of the Swedish parliament had a registered
account in September 2018 [4] and out of the ten twitter users that most
frequently used the hashtag val2010, in the 2010 election campaign, three
were active politicians just below the top level of their party structure [5].

Research, analyzing tweets written by members of the U.S. congress in
2010, suggests that politicians mainly use Twitter to broadcast information,
such as a fact, an opinion on an issue or a link to an article [6]. This type of
informational tweets stood for 53 % of their communication on Twitter. The
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second most common tweets covered non-official activities, such as trips and
meetings with non-Congressional organizations, and made up 27 % of the
data. Similar results were gained when Canadian party politics was analyzed
[7]. Researchers concluded that Twitter was mainly used by political parties
and leaders as a broadcasting channel, i.e, when communication only occurs
in one direction, from a single sender to a larger audience.

2.3 Political dimension

A political dimension can be seen as a spectrum which seek to capture the
political view of a person or group. A commonly used dimension in Sweden is
the economic right/left dimension. More recently, the use of the GAL/TAN
dimension has increased in popularity.

2.3.1 Left/Right dimension

There is no formal definition of the left/right dimension and the mean-
ing may differ somewhat between different persons and parts of the world.
In Sweden the dimension is often used to describe economic disagreement,
where advocates of free markets and capitalism are placed on the right, and
people in favor of distribution of resources and socialism are placed on the
left.

2.3.2 GAL/TAN dimension

GAL/TAN dimension was first defined 2002 [8]. GAL and TAN are ab-
breviations where GAL abbreviates green, alternative and libertarian and
TAN abbreviates traditional, authoritarian and nationalist. The dimension
is a merge of several dimensions and seek to explain issues concerned with
cultural diversity, nationalism, immigration, lifestyle and ecology.

Chapel Hill Expert Surveys defines the position on the GAL/TAN di-
mension in terms of views on democratic freedoms and rights. “Libertar-
ian” or “postmaterialist” (GAL) parties favor expanded personal freedoms,
for example, access to abortion, active euthanasia, same-sex marriage, or
greater democratic participation. “Traditional” or “authoritarian” (TAN)
parties often reject these ideas. They value order, tradition, and stability,
and believe that the government should be a firm moral authority on social
and cultural issues [9].

2.3.3 Political dimensions in the context of Swedish politics

The GAL/TAN dimension and the left/right dimension may be used to-
gether, spanning a two dimensional plot.
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Figure 1: Colored plot showing the distribution of Swedish parties on the
GAL/TAN and the economic left/right dimension according to Chapell Hill
Expert Surveys (CHES), 2014 [9]. The position on the left/right dimension
spans from 0 = extreme left to 5 = center, to 10 = extreme right, and
measures each partys ideological stance on economic issues. The position on
the GAL/TAN dimension spans from 0 = Libertarian/postmaterialist, to 5
= center, to 10 = Traditional/Authoritarian and measure each partys views
on democratic freedoms and rights.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of the Swedish parliament parties, in
the two dimensions, 2014 [9]. Miljöpartiet and Socialdemokraterna formed
government after the election in 2014, and could do so by being accepted by
Vänsterpartiet. Those three parties tend to the left and GAL on the two
dimensions. Liberalerna, Kristdemokraterna, Centerpartiet and Modera-
terna formed government before 2014. Those four parties tend to the right
and a medium score on the GAL/TAN dimension. Sverigedemokraterna
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has been politicly isolated, since their entrance in parliament and scores a
medium score on the economic left/right dimension and tend to TAN on the
GAL/TAN dimension.

After the election in 2018, Miljöpartiet and Socialdemokratern formed
government, again by being accepted by Vänsterpartiet, but also by Cen-
terpartiet and Liberalerna.

In summary, in the context of figure 1, the government could be formed
by the vote of the three parties furthest to the left after the 2014 election
and by the five parties furthest to GAL after the 2018 election. It shows
that both dimensions have explanatory power.

2.4 Partial Classification using Association Rules

Association rules were first introduced 1993 and can be described as a rela-
tionship between data items in a data set [10]. An association rule is defined
by its degree of support, Dsupp, and the degree of confidence Dconf . In the
context of tweets, taking a rule like economy =⇒ money as an example, a
support of 5 % implies that 5 % of all tweets in the data set include both
these words, and a confidence of 75 % implies that 75 % of the tweets that
include economy also include money. This means that Dsupp corresponds to
the statistical significance of the rule and Dconf corresponds to the strength
of the rule [11].

A classification rule can be regarded as a special kind of association rule,
where, instead of an item implying another item in the data set, an item
implies a specific class in the data set. Again, in the context of tweets,
setting the labels of the tweets as different subjects, a classification rule can
be in the form goal =⇒ football, i.e., if a tweet includes the word goal it
implies that the tweet is about the subject football.

The classification rules are derived, through supervised learning, on a
training set where the labels are known, setting constraints on Dconf and
Dsupp in order to achieve a certain accuracy of the classification rule. Gen-
erally, in a new set of data, all records should be classified into a class.
However, in some cases it is not feasible or desirable to classify all new
records into a class. An example is when there is a large number of classes
in the data set.

Partial classification, can be described as the discovery of models that
show characteristics of the data classes, but may not cover all classes and
all examples of any given class [12]. In case of partial classification, using
association rules, the aim is to learn rules that are individually precise,
holding the recall as less important.

When classifying a set of tweets into subjects, partial classification may
be desirable, as some of the tweets will not cover a specific subject. This is
often the case as a lot of tweets are only short replies, as part of a larger
conversation, such as the examples ”thank you” and ”I disagree”.
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2.5 Classical multi-dimensional scaling

Classical multi-dimensional scaling (CMDS) takes a set of dissimilarities in
n dimensions and returns the set of points that best represent the dissimilar-
ities in the ≤ n−1 dimensional euclidean space. In this thesis, dissimilarities
between the 8 parties in the Swedish Parliament are visualized in a two di-
mensional space, using a function that follows the analysis of K.V Mardia
[13].

3 Method

To develop the subject mapping method, in line with the thesis aim, user-
names of the Swedish politicians in parliament and government, i.e., the
Swedish commissioners and ministers, were collected and all their tweets
written between 2018-04-01 and 2019-04-01 were gathered.

The subject mapping was developed by constructing subjects from the
hashtags used in the data set and through a weighting function, assigning
weights based on each party’s participation within the subjects. To count
the participation in the subjects, from tweets not including a hashtag, an as-
sociative rule classifier was developed, using the tweets containing hashtags
as a training set, classifying tweets not including hashtags into a subject.

3.1 Collection of politician user names

The names of the Swedish commissioners and ministers, were gathered from
a public listing on the Swedish Parliament’s website [14] and Swedish Gov-
ernment’s website [15]. To find their Twitter accounts, the names were
applied as search terms, together with the word twitter, on Google’s search
engine. To verify the correctness and authenticity of the accounts, a com-
bination of the account’s profile picture, description, number of followers
and twitter feed were used. Most politicians had a description, telling they
were in parliament, a high number of followers, a picture matching their
profile on Swedish parliament’s website and a serious political content. If
the authenticity of the account, could not be verified through any of these
parameters, the account was not included in the data set.

In total, there are 349 commissioners in the Swedish parliament and 23
ministers in the government. Out of these 372 persons, 274 user names were
collected and verified as authentic accounts.

To avoid mistakes, the collected accounts were compared to a listing of
Swedish politician’s twitter accounts, made by a web magazine [4]. If any
of the accounts were not matching, they were investigated further. In this
process, one account was corrected, due to that the person had made a
newer, less frequently used account.
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Figure 2: Colored plot showing the distribution of the Twitter user accounts,
over different parties. Each bar represents a different measure of the number
of accounts associated with each party. The politicians bar represents the
number of politicians representing each party in the Swedish parliament and
government. The accounts bar represents the number of Twitter accounts
that are associated to the parties. The active bar represents the number of
users that produced above 12 tweets during the time period 2018-04-01 to
2019-04-01, i.e., above one tweet a month.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of twitter user accounts, over different
parties. The figure shows that the distribution differs among the parties,
both in absolute numbers and the ratio between active politicians on Twitter
and the number of politicians. As an example, Sverigedemokraterna has
a much higher amount of commissioners in the parliament compared to
Vänsterpartiet, but the number of active Twitter users are almost equal
between the two parties.
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The commissioners in the Swedish parliament are somewhat changing,
even within a political term. Some people resign and some go off duty
for a short period, and thus their seats are replaced. In the collection of
the accounts, the permanent members were not considered, but the persons
occupying the seat at the time of the collection, on January 28, 2019.

3.1.1 Ethical and lawful aspect

There is an ethical, as well as lawful, aspect to collect the tweets of a Twitter
user, and use it in research. All users in this study are commissioners in the
Swedish parliament and ministers in the Swedish government. Therefore
their political affiliation is seen as publicly displayed. Further than political
affiliation, the data is completely anonymized and no analysis into what each
tweet contain other than what subject it covers is done.

3.2 Collection of tweets

The general methodology to collect the tweets was by connecting with Twit-
ter’s application programming interface (API). Through the API it is pos-
sible to collect up to 3200 tweets for a specific user, including retweets and
replies.

3.3 The data set

The data collected covers one year in time, starting 2018-04-01 and con-
sists of all tweets written by the ministers of Swedish government and the
commissioners of the Swedish parliament as of January 28, 2019. The set
do not include any retweets and contains 127,210 tweets spread over 230
politicians. Consequently 44 out of the the 274 registered user accounts did
not produce any tweets during this period of time.
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Figure 3: Distribution of the tweets written by Swedish commissioners and
ministers over the year 2018-2019. The numbers represent events at which
the number of tweets has reached its highest levels. Each debate represents
a debate between all the leaders of the parties.

Figure 3 shows the tweets written by Swedish commissioners and minis-
ters over the year 2018-2019. The figure shows that the largest amount of
tweets were produced during debates between the party leaders, the 2018
election and the process of forming the government after the election.

Out of the 127,210 tweets 21,996 of them contained a total of 39,349
hashtags.
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3.4 Creating subjects from hashtags

The subjects were created by categorizing all 924 hashtags that occurred
more than two times in the data set. The subjects were not defined from
the beginning, but emerged along with the categorization. The methodology
applied was to start out with a large number of categories and narrow them
down to a smaller number of subjects, by merging categories that covered
similar subjects. An example is the subject welfare, which is a merge of
hashtags covering medicare, pension and welfare in general.

The hahstags were categorized, based on political and linguistic knowl-
edge, and by qualitatively analyzing the tweets in which the hashtags oc-
curred. If a specific subject could not be derived from a hashtag, it was
marked as irrelevant. These hashtags included hashtags about non-public
persons and about politics in a general, such as #svpol, which is a general
hashtag covering Swedish politics.

In total 41 subjects were created. Out of these 41 subjects, 25 were used
in the subject mapping. The criteria to be included in the mapping, was
to cover one subject that was not overlapping other subjects. This means
that hashtags associated with a specific party, hashtags about media and
hashtags related to a specific location is Sweden were not included. An
exception was made for PolForum as it was thought to capture interesting
differences between parties. However, it may be discussed if this was the
right choice to make.

Business Foreign PolForum
Climate HBTQ Rural
ClimateGlobal Housing Sport
Defence Humanity SwedishAcademy

Economy JÖK SwedishCulture
Education LawAndOrder Transport
Europe Migration Welfare
FakeNews Nordic Work
Feminism

Table 1: Names of the subjects created from hashtags, that were included
in the subject mapping.

Table 1 shows the different subjects that were used in the subject map-
ping. A complete list of the hashtags and subjects can be found in section
8.1. Climate and ClimateGlobal are distinguished by the use of English and
Swedish hashtags, when tweeting about climate and environment. PolFo-
rum is associated with political forums, such as Almedalsveckan in Sweden.
JÖK is an abbreviation for januariöverenskommelsen, and is a subject that
covers the formation of the Swedish government after the election 2019.
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3.5 Subject mapping

The subject mapping is designed to display a party’s participation in the
different subjects. Participation, from party p1 in subject s1, is defined as
each time a person within p1, uses a hashtag categorized as s1.

Participation, i.e, the usage of a hashtag, can be seen as a willingness to
reach out to a specific audience, which reach further than his or her followers,
but also as a willingness to be associated to a specific subject.

A party’s participation is measured in terms of hashtags and people, i.e,
the number of times a party participates in a subject, and the number of
people this participation includes. Both measures are treated as equally
important and capture different aspects of the participation.

There are three types of tweets to consider, when measuring the partic-
ipation in the subjects:

1. Tweets containing one hashtag assigned to one subject.

In the first case, the tweet is fully connected to only one subject and
the measure of participation is added directly to that subject.

2. Tweets containing several hashtags assigned to one subject.

The second case is treated the same as the first. One could argue that
the second case should contribute more to the participation, since more
hashtags are used, and thus a potentially bigger audience is reached.
However, when grouping hashtags into subjects, the assumption is
made that the invisible audience also is grouped together. Therefore,
one hashtag is enough to show the willingness to reach out to the whole
audience. The assumption is made that a second hashtag doesn’t effect
this willingness.

3. Tweets containing hashtags assigned to different subjects.

In the third case participation is added to both subjects, i.e, tweets
including hashtags from different subjects will affect the subject map-
ping to a larger extent. The assumption made, is that using hashtags
from different subjects does not decrease the willingness to participate
in each one of them.

4. Tweets not containing hashtags assigned to a subject.

In the fourth case, it is not possible to directly connect the tweet to a
subject, since no hashtags are used. Out of the 127,210 tweets, there were
only 8,309 that could be directly assigned to subjects through the hashtags.
This means a lot of potential information is not used. To retrieve this
information, and strengthen the subject mapping, I used a method to also
classify tweets not including hashtags into a subject.
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3.5.1 Subject participation when not including a hashtag

Participation shows the willingness to reach out to a audience, within a
subject, and the willingness to be associated to that subject. These two
goals are potentially reached by writing about the subjects in the text of a
tweet as well. It follows that participation in the subjects, can be assigned
also when the tweets do not include hashtags.

Qualitatively examining a sample of 400 tweets, not including any hash-
tags, 134 could be assigned to a subject. It follows that 33.5 ± 5% of the
tweets can potentially be classified as a subject. The error margin is calcu-
lated as 1/

√
n, where n is the sample size.

This result also suggests that about two thirds of the tweets should not
be classified into a subject. Therefore, the key criteria to the classification
method is high precision, whereas the recall is not equally important, i.e, if
a tweet is classified into a specific subject, it should be a very low chance,
that the tweet does not cover that subject.

In the light of this, a partial classification method, using associative rules
based on single words was used to classify the tweets, i.e, the occurrence
of one word associated to a subject, classifies the tweet into that specific
subject. This means that it is equivalent, in terms of participation, if a
tweet includes a hashtag categorized to a subject, or a word that associates
to that subject according to the classification method.

To derive the words associated to the subjects, three constraints were
set up, for each word to fulfill, using the set of tweets containing hashtags
as a training set. In the following list I write down the constraint, denote
it mathematically and explain it in the context of the classification method.
The number of times a word is used in the hashtag set is denoted as n and
the sub-indexes w and s denote the specific word and subject it is used in.
If no sub-index is given, the word usage cover all subjects and words.

1. The word should mainly be found within the specific subject.

nw1
s1

nw1
≥ 0.86 (1)

From the constraint it results that the probability of a word belonging
to a subject, must be higher than 0.86, to associate to the subject, i.e,
the confidence of the association rules must be higher 0.86.

2. The word should not be chosen by chance.

nw1
s1 ≥ 12 (2)

The constraint significantly decreases the possibility that the other
constraints are fulfilled due to chance and is equivalent to the support
measure of association rules.
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3. The word should be highly over-represented in the subject.

nw1
s1

ns1

/
nw1

n
≥ 6 (3)

From the constraint it results that a word must be 6 times more likely
to be found in the subject, compared to the probability of finding it
in the total set of tweets, to be associated to it, i.e, the lift of the
word must be higher than 6. This constraint differs from the general
measures of an association rule. It is defined due to uneven distribution
among the subjects, which favors more common subjects, in terms of
confidence.

To derive the number that define each constraint, 400 tweets were qual-
itatively classified into different subjects. Thereafter the lift constraint was
varied from 4-8, with a step of 1, the support from 3-15, with a step of 3 and
the confidence from 0.8 to 1.0, with a step of 0.02. The recall and precision
were calculated for each set of constraints and was weighted according to
the function w = recall ∗ accuracy3. The weighting function was put in to
reward accuracy above recall and the weight w with the highest value was
considered as the highest achieving method.

The highest achieving method had a precision of 85.7 % and a recall of
6.7 %. Out of the 400 tweets, 134 tweets were classified into a total of 178
subjects. This means that, in absolute numbers, 14 tweets were classified to
a subject and 2 of these were classified incorrectly.

There is strong potential to further develop the method in order to gain
a higher recall without loosing precision. One potential way is to lower the
constraint values, to gain a higher recall, and then qualitatively asses each
word’s association to a subject and discard words that are not associated to
any specific subject.

3.5.2 Weighting function

The subject mapping for a party is made up of a weight, calculated for each
subject, which is positively correlated to the party’s participation in that
subject, i.e., a large participation, in terms of hashtags and people, generates
a high weight.

The total participation of a party, correlates positively to the subject
participation of a party. To generate a reliable weight, that can be compared
across parties, it is calculated through a weighting function, created to fulfill
a number of constraints.

In the following list a I first write down the constraint, denote it mathe-
matically and then explain it in the context of the weighting function. The
constraints, in terms of people and hashtag participation are equivalent,
meaning the contraints hold for both types of measurement. The symbol #
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denotes the participation and the sub-indexes s and p represent the specific
subject and party. If no sub-index is given, the participation covers all par-
ties. #t1 represents total participation for a given time t, for all parties in
all subjects.

1. Given the participation of a party in a specific subject, the weight is
lowered for the subject, if the participation increases in other subjects,
for that party.

w(p1, s1) ≥ w(p2, s1) | #s1
p1 == #s1

p2 , #p1 ≤ #p2 (4)

Equation 4 implies that the weighting function should be negatively
correlated to a party’s total participation in a specific subject. It
follows that a party cannot be highly involved in all subjects, i.e, the
subject mapping will not be a measure to how politically active a party
is on Twitter. A side effect of this constraint is that smaller parties will
have a larger spread of weights over different subjects, due to chance.

2. Given the participation of a party in a specific subject, the weight is
lowered if the participation increases for other parties, in that subject.

w(p1, s1) ≥ w(p2, s1) | #s1
p1 == #s2

p2 , #s1 ≤ #s2 (5)

Equation 5 implies that the fraction of a party’s participation, with
respect to the subject, also should be considered. It follows that all
parties cannot be highly involved in the same subject. Thus the sub-
ject mapping will not be a measure to what subject most parties are
involved in. A side effect of this constraint is that smaller subjects will
have larger spread over different parties, due to chance.

3. Given the participation of a party at a specific time, the weight is low-
ered if the participation decreases in other subjects, for other parties.

w(p1, s1) ≥ w(p2, s1) | #s1
p1 == #s1

p2 , #t1 ≥ #t2 (6)

Equation 6 implies that the weighting should be positively correlated
to all parties total participation in the subjects. It follows that the
weighting function ends up being a relation between two fractions.
The fraction of a party’s participation in a subject compared to the
fraction of its total participation in all subjects.

Given these three constraints, the weighting function w for a party p in
subject s, given the hashtag participation as #s

p, the people participation
as nsp, total participation for a time period t in participation type # as
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tot#t , can be written as the sum of the participation, in terms of people and
hashtags, in the following way:

#s
p#

#p#s
+

nspn

npns
(7)

3.5.3 Distance based on subject mapping

To be able to compare the parties, I represent the subject mapping for
each party as a vector, where each element is made up of a subject weight.
This makes it possible to calculate the cosine distance, as a measure of
closeness between different parties, according to their subject participation
on Twitter. If A and B are vectors, the cosine distance is calculated as

1− A ·B
||A||||B||

= 1−
∑n

i=1AiBi√∑n
i=1A

2
i

√∑n
i=1B

2
i

(8)

Using the cosine distances between the parties, setting up a distance
matrix, classical multidimensional scaling (CMDS), is used to visualize the
dynamics between the parties in two dimensions. The direction of the points
resulted from the CMDS possess no explanatory power, but it is the rela-
tionship between the parties that matters.

3.5.4 Temporal aspect

To see how the result of the subject mapping differ over time, the data set
is divided into shorter period of times over which the mapping is calculated.
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Figure 4: Each point in the figure shows the mean deviation from a base
line subject mapping, when varying the time interval. The base line from
which the deviation is calculated, is the subject mapping using the whole
year of data, spanning from 2018-04-01 to 2019-04-01.

Figure 4 shows the mean deviation from the mapping done over the
whole data set, when dividing into different sizes of intervals of time. The
figure shows that the deviation increases linearly to a point of around 100
days, when decreasing the time interval. Thereafter the deviation increases
at a higher pace. A short time period is desirable, to catch as much of
the temporal dynamics over the year as possible. However the mapping
has to include enough data to capture the dynamics of the parties and gain
significance.

Therefore the time period was set to 90 days. The time steps where
chosen to 10 days, i.e, the mapping was first calculated from day 0-90,
followed by day 10-100 and so on, when analyzing the temporal aspect.
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4 Result

In the result section I first compare the result from the subject mapping
done only with tweets including hashtags, i.e, the tag set, and compare it
with the subject mapping done with only the classified tweets, i.e., the class
set.

I then go on to show the result of the subject mapping based on both
the tag set and the class set, containing 12296 tweets categorized and clas-
sified into the different subjects. I present the un-weighted participation, in
terms of tweets, over a year followed by the subject mapping including the
weights. This result aim to answer what subjects each party participates in
on Twitter.

I compare the resulting findings, in terms of the highest weighted sub-
jects of each party, to the most important questions in the 2018 election
answered by a representative of each party. Further I show different ways
of visualization the result of the subject mapping.

Analyzing the results, I take a closer look at the subjects LawAndOrder
(LAO), which deals with topics such as the police force and criminality,
Climate and Migration. To answer the question how subject changes over
time I present the development in time fore those three subjects.

To answer the question how the parties relate to each other according
to the subject mapping, I present the result of the distance relationship
based on the subject mapping and put it in context of the GTLR spectrum.
Further I present a development in time for the distance relationship over
four periods of time.

4.1 Tag set compared to class set

As stated in section 3.5.1 a number of tweets not including hashtags were
classified into subjects according to an associative rule classifier. The clas-
sifier had a precision of 85.7 % and a recall of 6.7 %. Using the classifier,
the data set that the subject mapping is based on could be extended from
8309 data points to 12296 data points.
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Figure 5: The colored bar plot shows the retrieved value, according to the
subject mapping, i.e., the weighted participation for each party and subject
in terms of tweets and people. The values are based on one year of data
and only include participation through hashtags. The number within the
parentheses represents the number of tweets on which the weight is based.

In Figure 5 the subject mapping over a year is shown for the data set
including only hashtags, i.e the tag set. Some subjects have a larger sum
of weights. These differences come from the properties of the weighting
function, which leads to a higher sum, when a subject is dominated by
parties with fewer data points, i.e, tweets, associated to them.
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Figure 6: The colored bar plot shows the retrieved value, according to the
subject mapping, i.e., the weighted participation for each party and subject
in terms of tweets and people. The values are based on one year of data
and only include participation through classified tweets not including any
hashtags within the subjects. The number within the parentheses represent
the number of tweets on which the weight is based.

Figure 6 shows the subject mapping using only the classified tweets, i.e.,
the class set. The number within parenthesis shows the number of tweets on
which the weights are calculated and it is clear that it is a large difference
between the number of tweets classified into each subject. For example 1523
tweets are classified into the LAO subject whereas no tweets are classified
into the subjects work, climate and nordic. This fact is further discussed in
section 5.1.

A comparison of 5 and 6 shows that the different data sets give different
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results. The Pearson correlation coefficient r, calculated as:

r =

∑n
i=1(x− x̄)(y − ȳ)√∑n

i=1(x− x̄)2
√∑n

i=1(y − ȳ)2
(9)

where n is the length of the vector, xi and yi are elements of the vectors
and x̄ and ȳ are the mean of the vectors, between the two subject mappings
gave a value of -0.064, which means there is no linear correlation between
the subject mappings, done with the two different data sets.

4.2 Subject mapping

Figure 7: The colored bar plot shows the un-weighted participation, for each
party and subject in terms of tweets.
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Figure 7 shows the aggregated participation in terms of tweets counted over
the whole year, from 2018-04-01 to 2019-04-01, i.e, the number of tweets
associated to each subject by party. The figure shows that the parties are
not equally distributed among the subjects.

Liberalerna has participated most in LAO, followed by Moderaterna and
Vänsterpartiet. All parties have participated in the subject to some extent.
Migration is dominated by Moderaterna, followed by Sverigedomkraterna.
Climate is dominated by Miljöpartiet.

Figure 8: The colored bar plot shows the subject mapping, i.e. the weighted
participation for each party and subject in terms of tweets and people, based
on both the tag set and the class set.

Figure 8 shows the subject mapping done over the whole data set with
the weighting included. The LAO subject and Migration subject are more
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evenly distributed than in figure 7, among the parties. This is due to the
weighting function and the fact that the people participation is not included
in figure 7. Taking the portion of the subject LAO that Liberalerna takes
up, the relative position is lower in the subject mapping compared to the
tweet participation. This is explained by a low people participation by
Liberalerna. In the same subject, Moderaterna has a larger position than
Sverigedemokraterna in Figure 7, in contrary to figure 8. In this case the
difference occurs due to a large spread of participation from Moderaterna,
whereas Sverigedemokraterna has their, by far, largest position in the LAO
subject.

Party Subject Ranking

Vänsterpartiet No subject -
Miljöpartiet Climate 1
Socialdemokraterna Welfare, LAO 10, 22
Centerpartiet Work, Welfare, LAO 21, 13, 25
Liberalerna Education 2
Moderaterna Migration 1
Kristdemokratern Welfare 1
Sverigedemokraterna Welfare, LAO 16, 7

Table 2: Answer to the question ”What do you think will be the most impor-
tant question in the 2018 election”, answered on the Swedish parliament’s
website [16]. The column Subject shows the answer to the question, catego-
rized into the subjects of the subject mapping. The column Ranking shows
which position, when ordering the subject in terms of the calculated subject
mapping weight for each party, those subject had. The position is based on
both the tag set and the class set, over the whole year of data.

Table 2 shows the answer to the question ”What do you think will be
the most important question in the 2018 election”, answered on the Swedish
parliament’s website [16]. The column Subject shows the answer to the
question, qualitatively categorized into the subjects of the subject mapping.
The column Ranking shows which position, when ordering the subject in
terms of the calculated subject mapping weight for each party, those subject
had. The position is based on both the tag set and the class set, over the
whole year of data.

The figure shows that for three of the parties, Miljöpartiet, Moderaterna
and Kristdemokraterna, the subject that answered the question had the
highest rank throughout the year, and for Liberalerna it had the second high-
est rank. Vänsterpartiet did not have an answer that could be categorized
into a subject. Out of three other parties, Centerpartiet, Socialdemokraterna
and Sverigedemokraterna, all of them answered both Welfare and LAO, and
none of the answers had a higher rank than 7.
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Figure 9: The colored bar plots shows the subject mapping done with both
the tag set and the class set for Miljöpartiet, Socialdemokraterna, Vänster-
partiet and Sverigedemokraterna respectively.
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Figure 10: The colored bar plots shows the subject mapping done with
both the tag set and the class set for Moderaterna, Kristdemokraterna,
Centerpartiet and Liberalerna respectively.
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Figure 9 and 10 shows the subject mapping for each party respectively.
Sverigedemokraterna has their two largest positions in FakeNews and Migra-
tion, Vänsterpartiet in SwedishCulture and SwedishAcademy, Miljöpartiet
in Climate and ClimateGlobal, Socialdemokraterna in Work and Humanity,
Liberalerna in LawAndOrder and Education, Moderaterna in Migration and
Business, Centerpartiet in Nordic and Foreign, Kristdemokraterna in Rural
and Welfare.

Figure 11: The colored radar plot shows the subject mapping, i.e. the
weighted participation for each party and subject in terms of tweets and
people, based on both the tag set and the class set.

Figure 11 shows that subject mapping in the form of a radar plot, which
makes it easy to see which party dominates each subject. The four most
significant spikes is Climate and ClimateGlobal, by Miljöpartiet, Nordic by
Centerpartiet and FakeNews by Sverigedemokraterna.

Nordic and Fakenews are the two subjects which are least participated
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in (less than 50 tweets each over the year), in terms of tweets. However
Climate and ClimateGlobal are more commonly participated in, with 641
and 264 tweets respectively.

Figure 12: Colored plot showing the development of the weighted values,
based on people and tweet participation, in the climate subject, calculated
for each party over time. Each data point is based on 90 days of tweets and
is represented by the 45th day in the plot.

Figure 12 shows that all parties except Sverigedemokraterna and Moder-
aterna has had no participation in the migration subject. Sverigedemokra-
terna has the largest position over the year, with a slightly positive trend.
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Figure 13: Colored plot showing the development of the weighted values,
based on people and tweet participation, in the migration subject, calculated
for each party over time. Each data point is based on 90 days of tweets and
is represented by the 45th day in the plot.

Figure 13 shows that Miljöpartiet has a strong position on climate through-
out the year, with a slightly negative trend. Over periods of time, Sverigedemokra-
terna, Kristdemokraterna and Liberalerna have no participation in the cli-
mate subject.
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Figure 14: Colored plot showing the development of the weighted values,
based on people and tweet participation, in the LAO subject, calculated for
each party over time. Each data point is based on 90 days of tweets and is
represented by the 45th day in the plot.

Figure 14 shows that Liberalerna has the largest position in the beginning
of the year and Sverigedemokraterna surpasses them in the end of the year.
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Figure 15: The left plot is the same as figure 1 and shows the different
parties position of the left/right scale and the GAL/TAN scale. The right
plot shows a classic multidimensional scaling (CMDS) of the cosine distances
retrieved calculated from the vector obtained from the subject mapping for
each party.

Figure 15 shows the GAL/TAN and left/rigth (GTLR) spectrum on
the left plot, i.e. same as figure 1, and a classic multidimensional scaling
(CMDS) of the cosine distances calculated from the vector obtained from
the subject mapping for each party. There are no scales on the axis of the
CMDS plot as the direction is arbitrary. It follows that the two figures
can not be compared by its positions, but only the inter-dynamics of the
distances.

A comparisation of the two plots shows that the CMDS plot more
tightly connects the parties of Alliansen; Moderaterna, Liberalerna, Krist-
demokraterna and Centerpartiet into a cluster, and more tightly connects
Socialdemokraterna and Vänsterpartiet. Sverigedemokraterna are isolated
in the CMDS plot and are clearly more closely connected to the parties of
Aliansen that Vänsterpartiet and Socialdemokraterna. Miljöpartiet are far
more isolated in the CMDS plot compared to the GTLR spectrum.
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Figure 16: The colored plots shows the development in time, for the CMDS
of the cosine distances, calculated from a vector obtained from the subject
mapping for each party. Each interval of time is based on 90 days of data.

Figure 16 shows the development in time, for the CMDS of the cosine dis-
tances, calculated from a vector obtained from the subject mapping for each
party. Each interval of time is based on 90 days of data. The plot shows that
Miljöpartiet is isolated on an edge throughout the time while Socialdemokra-
terna and Vänsterpartiet are tightly connected. Sverigedemokraterna also
holds an edge position, all though not as isolated as Miljöpartiet.
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5 Discussion

In the discussion section, I first discuss the results from the subject mapping
done with the tag set compared to the class set. I then discuss each of the
three aims of the subject mapping method noted in section 1.1. Finally I
discuss the method in further detail.

5.1 Class set compared to tag set

The fact, that there is no correlation between the subject mapping done
with the tag set and the class set is an interesting point of discussion.

The precision of the classifier is 85.7 % and the recall 6.7 %. Conse-
quently the mapping based on the class set is based on tweets that cover
the correct subjects 85.7 % of the time. However, there is a possibility that
subjects, which only a few tweets are classified into, are based on a higher
percentage of incorrect classified tweets, due to chance. This could lead to
a change in the result of the subject mapping.

The low recall and the properties of the associative rule classifier may
also lead to a difference in the subject mapping. The classifier is based
on single words, and the usage of those single words may not be equally
distributed among persons and parties, leading to a different distribution of
weights among the subjects and parties, between the tag set and the class
set.

The two aforementioned reasons may explain the lack of correlation be-
tween the mappings. However there is also a possibility that the difference is
due to the fact that different politicians and parties, use hashtags in different
ways. As an example, figure 5, which is the subject mapping done with the
tag set, shows that Miljöpartiet dominate the subject ClimateGlobal while
in figure 6 it is only one politician from Sverigedemokraterna that has par-
ticipated in that subject. The main focus of Miljöpartiet is environmental
issues and consequently there is a possibility that they are coordinated and
aware when communicating about climate and environment. This may lead
to a higher use of hashtags when communication about those questions,
in oppose to Sverigedemokraterna, which are not a profiled environmental
party. Following this line of thought, it may be that the differences of the
mappings can be explained by a behavioral difference, rather than an incor-
rectness of the classification method. This behavioral difference is of great
interest, and is a contribution to the data set that set the base of the subject
mapping, especially in the context of reaching beyond the official party line.

The assumption that the class set catches a behavioral difference and the
weaknesses of the classifier puts a strong argument to improve the classifier
in line with the discussion in section 3.5.1.
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5.2 Question 1

Question one in the thesis aim was to answer what questions and general
subjects each party participates in on Twitter. Figure 8, 9, 10 and 11 all
show that the method successfully answer that question.

The validity of the subject mapping can be discussed in the context of
Figure 7 which shows the un-weighted participation, in terms of tweets, in
each subject. The figure shows that there is a large difference between LAO,
which is the most common subject, compared to FakeNews, which is the
least common subject. Consequently there is also a large difference in the
significance of those two subjects, i.e., it is much more likely that differences
in the FakeNews subject is due to chance, compared to the LAO subject.
At the same time they are treated as equally important, when construction
the subject mapping. This may destabilize the subject mapping method but
could be resolved by introducing a weight, alternatively a lower boundary
constraint on the number of tweets in each subject, that lowers or eliminates
the significance of subjects containing very few tweets. Such weight is not
implemented in this thesis and a comparison to a method with such weight
weight would be of interest as a future work.

It is not possible to evaluate the result of the subject mapping, in the
sense of it showing a correct result, as the assumption has to be made that
it measures something else, than for example what subjects a party officially
states as important. However such statement puts the result of question 1
into a context.

As can be seen in table 2, which shows what each party thought would be
the most important question in the 2018 election, for all of the four parties
that only answered with one subject, this subject was also the subject that
had the highest, or second to highest, weight over the whole year in the
subject mapping. Out of the three parties that answered more than one
subject as the most important, all of them mentioned LAO and Welfare,
which were not ranked high for any of those parties.

There are different explanations to this result. One being that the first
four parties answered the question with the subject they found most im-
portant and the last three parties answered with the subject they thought
would be most important in general, while the subject mapping correlates
to which subjects each party publicly state as important. It is not possible
to conclude such thing. As a future work, it would be of interest to do a
quantitative analysis of what subjects a party publicly states as important
and compare it to the findings of the subject mapping.

In the context of question one, the three different types of visualizations,
shown in Figure 8, 11 and 9, can be discussed. All weights aggregated in
a bar plot, as in figure 8, shows a good overview of each subject, but it is
difficult to see how subjects differ for each party. The bar plots, divided for
each party, as in Figure 9, shows a great overview of each individual party,
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but it is difficult to see how parties differ for each subject. The radar plot
in Figure 11 shows which party has the strongest position in each subject,
but it is difficult to see how the weights for the other parties. In summary
each of the visualization have different strengths and weaknesses.

5.3 Question 2

Question two in the thesis aim was to answer how the participation in the
subjects change over time. Figure 12, 13 and 14 show the development
over time for the subjects Migration, Climate and LAO and show that the
method answers the question.

The issue with significance, discussed in section 5.2, is enlarged when
dividing the data set into smaller intervals, since the mapping then is based
on even fewer tweets. For example, Figure 13 shows that Kristdemokraterna,
which is the Party which has participated in the subjects the least times over
the year, have no participation in the Climate subject, for the main part of
the year. In December however their weight is growing and at the end of
the year of data, they have the fourth highest weight in the Climate weight
among the parties. Examining the data that the weight is based on, shows
that Kristdemokraterna have only written 3 tweets during that period of
time. This poses a problem for the significance of the temporal aspect of
the subject mapping.

A comparison between Kristdemokraterna and Moderaterna, whom par-
ticipated the most within the subjects, throughout the subjects Climate,
LAO and Migration shows that Moderaterna have a much more stable weight
throughout the year. This could reflect a much more stable willingness to
participate in the subjects by moderaterna, but it is more likely that the dif-
ference in stability is due to the low participation from Kristdemokraterna.

This poses a strong argument to increase the number of politicans, that
the data is based on, if holding the time interval and the number of subjects
constant. One way to do so would be to include representatives from a
regional level, such as city councils, in the data set. Another way would be
to identify other persons with a clear political affiliation, trough a method
such as discussed in section 7.2. It has to be noted though, that including
regional representatives or other persons would change how the data should
be interpreted and also add measures to ensure an ethical, as well as lawful,
implementation of the method.

5.4 Question 3

Question three in the thesis aim was to answer how the parties relate to
each other according to the subject mapping. This question is answered
in Figure 15 which shows a classical multidimensional scaling, in two di-
mensions, derived from the cosine distances between each party’s subject
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mapping vector.
An example stated in section 1, which was an argument for construct-

ing the subject mapping method, was the parliamentary situation after the
Swedish election 2018. The question that was difficult to answer at that
point in time, was which parties would cooperate to form a government.
A way of looking at Figure 15, in that context, is assuming the distances
correspond to a willingness, or probability, of cooperation. This assump-
tion suggests cooperation, according to the clusters that are apparent in
the figure. Consequently between Centerpartiet, Liberalerna, Moderaterna
and Kristdemokraterna and between Socialdemokraterna and Vänsterpar-
tiet, while Sverigedemokraterna and Miljöpartiet are isolated. Further it
would suggest that the the first cluster are far more likely to cooperate
with Sverigedemokraterna than the second. Miljöpartiet are not likely to
cooperate with anyone. Looking at the subject mapping, Miljöpartiet are
unique as they have very dominant positions in Climate and ClimateGlobal.
Consequently Miljöpartiet will gain the closest distance, to any parties that
increases its weight in those subjects.

Comparing the distances och CMDS to those in the GTLR spectrum,
also apparent in Figure 15, shows many similarities. The most apparent
difference is that Miljöpartiet are far more isolated in the CMDS plot. Fur-
ther, the dynamics of the two clusters are better exaplained by the economic
left/right dimension, while the distances to Sverigedemokraterna, and the
isolation of Miljöpartiet are better explained by the GAL/TAN dimension.

Both the aforementioned discussion points are ways of interpreting the
result, but it is not possible to conclude if they are correct interpretations,
only with the data given.

Figure 16 shows the development of the CMDS distances, derived from
the subject mapping. A similar approach should be implemented to be
able to interpret what the distances show. However, such hypotheses would
need to be tested over a longer period of time. Firstly, because dynamics
between parties generally do not change significantly over only a year in
time. Secondly because of the significance issue, discussed earlier. An error,
arising from this issue, would propagate and affect the CMDS distance.

5.5 Method discussion

The first point to make about the method, is that the participation is
counted equally, regardless how someone is participating in a subject. For
example, if a user participates in the Migration subject with the hashtag
#l̊atdeungastanna (Swedish for let the young stay) it is counted equally
as a participation through the hashtag obligatoriskutvisning (Swedish for
mandatory deportation). In the end, the example would contribute to a
closer distance between the parties of which the users belonged, although
the assumption can be made that they have different opinions. To extend
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the method, it would be of interest to split the participation into different
opinions, or sentiments, and investigate how it changes the result of the
subject mapping. Such task is not easy to perform automatically given the
large number of subjects apparent in the subject mapping.

Regarding the subjects, a point of reflection has to be made about how
they are categorized. Although safe measures are taken it is difficult to stay
truly objective when categorizing. For example the subject FakeNews is
only used 34 times throughout the year. One may question if the subject
is valid or is categorized because it is subjectively considered an interesting
topic.

A way of increasing the significance of the topics is to merge subjects
into fewer subject. One methodology would be to only categorize into four
subjects representing economic left, economic right, GAL and TAN. This
would lead to more participation in each an one of the subjects and reduce
the significance issue. Further it would be an easier task to split the subjects
into different opinions, as discussed earlier.

6 Conclusion

In conclusion, a subject mapping method has been developed, that success-
fully answers the three given questions given in the thesis aim.

There are indicators that a significance issue is apparent, when basing
the subject mapping on shorter time intervals, due to low participation from
several parties. This issue could be resolved by basing the subject mapping
on more Twitter users from each party, or by decreasing the number of
subjects, or by improving the subject classifying method.

As future work, in terms of developing the method, I suggest three points.

• Develop the tweet-to subject classification method, to increase the
recall without losing precision. Add a qualitative step to remove asso-
ciative rules that may classify tweets incorrectly.

• Lower the number of subjects, in the subject mapping, to only include
GAL, TAN, left and right.

• Split the subject participation into different opinions on the same sub-
ject.

In terms of the resulting findings, I suggest to investigate what the re-
sult may correlate to, by performing quantitative analyses. I suggest three
questions of particular interest.

• How does the subject mapping relate to what a party publicly state
as important subjects?
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• How do the distances derived from the subject mapping relate to how
the parties cooperate within different issues in the parliament?

• How do the distances derived from the subject mapping relate to the
parties positions on political spectra, such as economic left/rigt and
GAL/TAN?

7 Extension and future work

In this section I present an extension of the work, which was covered during
the thesis, but lay outside the thesis aim. However the work can be used to
strengthen and complete the subject mapping method.

7.1 Multiplex network

From the subjects it is possible to construct a multiplex network, where each
layer represents a subject consisting of the people that has participated in
that subject. From such multiplex network it is possible to create a single
network, called a Topical Audience Model (TAM) [3]. The network is created
by defining an edge between two nodes u1 and u2 when the flattened weight
we is above a certain threshold θ, where

we =
N(u1, u2)

N(u1) +N(u2)−N(u1, u2)
(10)

N(u1) indicates the number of layers user u1 is a part of and N(u1, u2)
indicate the number of layers both users are part of. To further put a
constraint on the users to be included in the single network, a lower threshold
for the number of layers each user is a part of can be put on.
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Figure 17: Colored graph of the non-directed network obtained from the
Topical Audience Model (TAM), setting the weight threshold we to 0.5 and
a minimum number of subjects that a user has to participate in as 4.

Figure 17 shows a single TAM network constructed from the tag set
and the class set, spanning from 2018-04-01 to 2019-03-01. The threshold
θ was set to 0.5 and the minimum number of subjects that each node has
to participate in was set to 4. The figure shows that the politicians are
connected between parties and no clear clustering according to parties can
be seen.
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Figure 18: Colored graph of 4 non-directed sub-networks obtained from the
Topical Audience Model (TAM), setting the weight threshold we to 0.5 and
a minimum number of subjects that a user has to participate in as 4.

Figure 18 shows four sub-networks, in the subjects Climate, Migration
LAWAndOrder and Feminism, obtained from the TAM network, setting the
weight threshold we to 0.5 and a minimum number of subjects that a user has
to participate in as 4. The figure shows that different parties are represented
differently among sub-networks. For example Moderaterna make up 15 % of
the nodes in the Climate subject, 16 % in Feminism, 24 % in LawAndOrder
and 28 % in Migration. This can be compared to Socialdemokraterna which
make up 26 % of the nodes in the Climate subject, 30 % in Feminism, 21 %
in LawAndOrder and 15 % in Migration.

Further the figure shows that the networks are of different size with 34
nodes in the Climate subject, 56 in Feminism, 83 in LawAndOrder and 39
in Migration.

Using this multiplex network it is possible to do community detection
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over the different layers, for example using a clique percolation method, set-
ting a constraint on the minimum number of layers in which each node in the
clique has to participate in. A clique is defined as a number of nodes which
are all connected to each other. Setting the minimum number of layers to 4,
the largest clique found is made up of 17 politicians (5 from Centerpartiet,
4 from Socialdemokraterna, 3 from Moderaterna and Vänsterpartiet and 1
from Sverigedemokraterna and Liberalerna) spanning the subjects Sport,
Feminism, LawAndOrder and Education.

7.1.1 Discussion

The approach of constructing a multiplex network from the subjects, ap-
plying community detection over different subjects and users, generates an
extension to the information retrieved from the subject mapping. It does
so, as it is a tool to visualize the people participation down to an individual
user level.

Further, it generates a way of quantitatively analyze which specific sub-
jects connects different parties, in terms of people participation. This can
be seen as a further analyze of the distances calculated between parties, as it
gives an answer to why the different parties are similar, i.e., which subjects
are connecting the parties on Twitter. Such analyze is important, as parties
cooperate with different parties, in different questions.

7.2 Retweet network

Taking a step away from the subjects, only looking at the dynamics of the
politicians on Twitter it is possible to construct a network from retweets,
where a node is a Twitter user and an edge is defined as when a user retweets
another user.
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Figure 19: Colored graph of a directed retweet network, where each node
represent a politician and the edges are retweets. Closeness between two
nodes indicate that the node’s neighbors intersect. The network is based on
62 231 retweets, spanning from 2018-04-01 to 2018-01-30.

Figure 19 shows a directed retweet network, where each node represent
a politician and the edges represent retweets. Closeness between two nodes
indicate that the node’s neighbors intersect. The network is based on 62
231 retweets, spanning from 2018-04-01 to 2018-01-30.

As can be seen from the figure, the politicians cluster according to their
party affiliation. Removing nodes with less that 30 edges connected to it,
running an algorithm, that cluster the network according to the highest
modularity, cluster the politicians into their parties perfectly.
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7.2.1 Discussion

The retweet network is a different way of finding the dynamics and similar-
ity between parties. However, it lacks the information about what specific
subjects each party participates in.

As seen in figure 19 and shown by the clustering algorithm, the politicians
cluster according to party line. This suggest that it is possible to expand
the retweet network, including other users than the politicians, and classify
them according to how they cluster. This offer an opportunity to expand
the number of users with a known party affiliation, with a high precision.
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8 Appendix

8.1 Subjects and hashtags

Nr Subject Hashtag

1 C cuf18
2 C fram̊at
3 C centerpartiet
4 C dittval
5 C ckampanj
6 C maktsamling18
7 C valkonvent
8 C ckommundagar
9 C c halland
10 C cdagar
11 C ckstamma2018
12 KD kduschlager
13 KD kd
14 L librix
15 L liberalerna
16 L liecberlin
17 L up2eu
18 L liberalism
19 M teamulf
20 M sverigemötet
21 M alliansen
22 M moderaterna
23 M sverigemöte
24 M ulfkristersson
25 M nyamoderaterna
26 M muf
27 M ulfk
28 MP mpkongress
29 MP mp
30 MP miljöpartiet
31 MP fridolin
32 MP fridolinjen
33 MP röstagrönt
34 S löfven
35 S sgoteborg
36 S socialdemokraterna
37 S skvinnor
38 S ssu
39 S ygeman
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40 S skongress
41 S skongress19
42 S samak19
43 SD sd2018
44 SD sd
45 SD sdpol
46 SD uskon18
47 SD hejajimmie
48 SD sd2019
49 SD sverigedemokraterna
50 V v2018
51 V v2019
52 V vänsterpartiet
53 V v̊arturnu
54 V röstav
55 V vcykelturne
56 V jonassjöstedt
57 V uppsalavänstern
58 V vansterpartiet
59 V vänsterpartiets
60 V vänsterpartister̊akert̊ag
61 V vpol
62 SouthernSweden lundpol
63 SouthernSweden lundakarnevalen
64 SouthernSweden lundamodellen
65 SouthernSweden malmö
66 SouthernSweden helsingborg
67 SouthernSweden blekinge
68 SouthernSweden lovelund
69 SouthernSweden studentlund
70 SouthernSweden halland
71 SouthernSweden blepol
72 SouthernSweden genarp
73 SouthernSweden ronneby
74 SouthernSweden sk̊ane
75 SouthernSweden malmöpol
76 SouthernSweden skpol
77 SouthernSweden halmstad
78 SouthernSweden helahallandbl̊att
79 SouthernSweden karlskrona
80 SouthernSweden lund
81 SouthernSweden lundaspexarna
82 SouthernSweden 746pol
83 SouthernSweden brunnshög
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84 SouthernSweden sp̊arvägilund
85 SouthernSweden skanepol
86 StockholmArea 08pol
87 StockholmArea sbgpol
88 StockholmArea sthlmpol
89 StockholmArea sollentuna
90 StockholmArea sll
91 StockholmArea stockholm
92 StockholmArea skärholmen
93 StockholmArea solskol
94 StockholmArea södertälje
95 NorthernSweden norrpol
96 NorthernSweden norrlandsresa
97 NorthernSweden sundsvall
98 NorthernSweden ljusdal
99 NorthernSweden hudiksvall
100 NorthernSweden norrbänk
101 NorthernSweden östersund
102 NorthernSweden sandviken
103 NorthernSweden bollnäs
104 NorthernSweden söderhamn
105 NorthernSweden gävle
106 NorthernSweden livetinorr
107 NorthernSweden sollefte̊a
108 NorthernSweden ypol
109 NorthernSweden jämtland
110 NorthernSweden delsbo
111 NorthernSweden nolia
112 NorthernSweden norrbotten
113 NorthernSweden ockelbo
114 NorthernSweden ume̊a
115 NorthernSweden kfgavle
116 NorthernSweden norrland
117 NorthernSweden p4västerbotten
118 NorthernSweden xpol
119 NorthernSweden gävleborg
120 NorthernSweden kiruna
121 NorthernSweden kfgävle
122 NorthernSweden lule̊a
123 NorthernSweden boden
124 NorthernSweden hälsingland
125 NorthernSweden västerbotten
126 NorthernSweden 026pol
127 NorthernSweden jamt̊astandut
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128 NorthernSweden gällivare
129 NorthernSweden pite̊a
130 NorthernSweden zpol
131 MiddleSweden linköping
132 MiddleSweden 021
133 MiddleSweden uppsala
134 MiddleSweden värmland
135 MiddleSweden gbgpol
136 MiddleSweden kfgbg
137 MiddleSweden 0171pol
138 MiddleSweden göteborg
139 MiddleSweden hofors
140 MiddleSweden väster̊as
141 MiddleSweden årjäng
142 MiddleSweden 016pol
143 MiddleSweden gbgftw
144 MiddleSweden huddinge
145 MiddleSweden surahammar
146 MiddleSweden jkpgkf
147 MiddleSweden karlstad
148 MiddleSweden skaraborg
149 MiddleSweden uapol
150 MiddleSweden grebbestadscarnevalen
151 MiddleSweden kalmar
152 MiddleSweden visby
153 MiddleSweden 018pol
154 MiddleSweden 021pol
155 MiddleSweden dalarna
156 MiddleSweden goteborg
157 MiddleSweden gotland
158 MiddleSweden uppsalalän
159 MiddleSweden falun
160 MiddleSweden kungsbacka
161 MiddleSweden örebro
162 MiddleSweden västmanland
163 MiddleSweden falun
164 General svpol
165 General pol
166 General val2018
167 General dinröst
168 General riksdagen
169 General rikspol
170 General val18
171 General politics
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172 General utfr̊agningen
173 General detpolitiskaspelet
174 General sverige
175 General debatt2018
176 General valet2018
177 General regeringen
178 General svepol
179 General valrörelse
180 General dinrost
181 General valmanifest
182 General politik
183 General bromandebatt18
184 General minstatsminister
185 General sweden
186 General barapolitik
187 General riksdag
188 General val
189 General konstitutionsutskottet
190 General hurkanvi
191 General höstkampanj
192 General mittsverige
193 General mittval
194 General sifo
195 General sommartal
196 General valrörelsen
197 General valvinst2018
198 General scb
199 General regering
200 General svmodellen
201 General valseger
202 General kommunal
203 General framtidstro
204 General valvinst
205 General sverigesriksdag
206 General debatt
207 General election
208 General riksdagsledamot
209 Irrelevant ayahajr
210 Irrelevant älskåare
211 Irrelevant ffse
212 Irrelevant hdp
213 Irrelevant kommunism
214 Irrelevant julmednorrbänk
215 Irrelevant fredagmedjosefin
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216 Irrelevant klassresan
217 Irrelevant newprofilepic
218 Irrelevant helenatillriksdagen
219 Irrelevant hurvetdudet
220 Irrelevant kränkt
221 Irrelevant pace
222 Irrelevant utpol
223 Irrelevant adamhajr
224 Irrelevant elections
225 Irrelevant haravointi
226 Irrelevant kiddos
227 Irrelevant livet
228 Irrelevant matdagen
229 Irrelevant nfc
230 Irrelevant nks
231 Irrelevant närcon
232 Irrelevant ollekommenterar
233 Irrelevant p1tips
234 Irrelevant senastetweet
235 Irrelevant tbt
236 Irrelevant äntligen
237 Irrelevant ölgate
238 Irrelevant eatforum18
239 Irrelevant facepalm
240 Irrelevant fitmum
241 Irrelevant frujonssonfastihiss
242 Irrelevant g̊ardsförsäljning
243 Irrelevant härochnu
244 Irrelevant idahot2018
245 Irrelevant ironi
246 Irrelevant ja
247 Irrelevant khashoggi
248 Irrelevant kryssaola
249 Irrelevant ledarskap
250 Irrelevant likaföralla
251 Irrelevant minlandsbygdsminister
252 Irrelevant mintalman
253 Irrelevant mytwitteranniversary
254 Irrelevant nofilter
255 Irrelevant nymo
256 Irrelevant odlap̊abalkong
257 Irrelevant pinsamt
258 Irrelevant porrfribarndom
259 Irrelevant reformerochresultat
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260 Irrelevant semester
261 Irrelevant självm̊al
262 Irrelevant snskunskap
263 Irrelevant snus
264 Irrelevant spets18
265 Irrelevant taansvar
266 Irrelevant taltillnationen
267 Irrelevant tornahällestad
268 Irrelevant vlt
269 Irrelevant v̊armöte2018
270 Irrelevant rymdminister
271 Irrelevant 1maj
272 Irrelevant förstamaj
273 Irrelevant ministerstyre
274 Irrelevant systemkollaps
275 Irrelevant champagnevänstern
276 Irrelevant älskasnö
277 Irrelevant hajrklanen
278 Irrelevant mju
279 Irrelevant rättvisa
280 Irrelevant socialism
281 Irrelevant konsumentdagarna
282 Irrelevant lyrikfredag
283 Irrelevant rymdstrategi
284 Irrelevant tioanledningar
285 Irrelevant vk
286 Irrelevant family
287 Irrelevant hrv
288 Irrelevant massmord
289 Irrelevant sommar
290 Irrelevant barn
291 Irrelevant bp19
292 Irrelevant srhr
293 Irrelevant vinter
294 Irrelevant bl̊asningen
295 Irrelevant bonnier
296 Irrelevant dinner
297 Irrelevant kau
298 Irrelevant kaos
299 Irrelevant kids
300 Irrelevant leader
301 Irrelevant rymdforum
302 Irrelevant systembolaget
303 Irrelevant ug
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304 Irrelevant 1world1luv
305 Irrelevant af
306 Irrelevant atg
307 Irrelevant beo
308 Irrelevant framtid
309 Irrelevant frihet
310 Irrelevant gapf
311 Irrelevant gottnytt̊ar
312 Irrelevant tco
313 Irrelevant helasverige
314 Irrelevant hope
315 Irrelevant ideellt
316 Irrelevant kryssaolle
317 Irrelevant mummythepolitician
318 Irrelevant rbu
319 Irrelevant ringholmsfotbollsplan
320 Irrelevant romestatute
321 Irrelevant strongmama
322 Irrelevant superknack
323 Irrelevant trä
324 Irrelevant valfrihet
325 Irrelevant christmas
326 Irrelevant faktiskt
327 Irrelevant folkrörelse
328 Irrelevant foxnews
329 Irrelevant genius7
330 Irrelevant hjältar
331 Irrelevant humana
332 Irrelevant jädråas
333 Irrelevant kryssarebecka
334 Irrelevant love
335 Irrelevant lurad
336 Irrelevant matsmart
337 Irrelevant mpol
338 Irrelevant oresundshuset
339 Irrelevant orkataansvar
340 Irrelevant panik
341 Irrelevant qxgalan
342 Irrelevant snökaos
343 Irrelevant strut
344 Irrelevant värdegrund
345 Irrelevant socforum
346 Irrelevant regeringsskifte2018
347 Irrelevant intefyråartill
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348 Irrelevant bytregering
349 Irrelevant firademokratin
350 Irrelevant demokrati
351 Irrelevant democracy
352 Business 4av5jobb
353 Business arebiz
354 Business smartindustri
355 Business industrikampen
356 Business företagsklimat
357 Business industriklivet
358 Business svemin
359 Business esrange
360 Business företagande
361 Business företag
362 Business telia
363 Business konkurrenskraft
364 Business digitalisering
365 Business entreprenörskap
366 Business svnäringsliv
367 Business fmm2019
368 Business näringsliv
369 Business industri
370 Business swedbank
371 Climate klimat
372 Climate klimatval2018
373 Climate nu
374 Climate flygskatt
375 Climate klimatforum
376 Climate h̊allbart
377 Climate miljöslakt
378 Climate klimatet
379 Climate miljö
380 Climate cykel
381 Climate klimattimmen
382 Climate elcyklar
383 Climate l̊adcykel
384 Climate renthav
385 Climate klimatval
386 Climate fossilfritt
387 Climate klimatklivet
388 Climate grönomställning
389 Climate parisavtalet
390 Climate h̊allbarhet
391 Climate klimatrösta
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392 Climate naturpolitik
393 Climate väljnaturen
394 Climate biomfdag
395 Climate biomf
396 Climate biologiskm̊angfald
397 Climate flofa2018
398 Climate biogas
399 Climate cirkulärekonomi
400 Climate hybrit
401 Climate klimatintervju
402 Climate jagstannarp̊amarken
403 Climate klimatpol
404 Climate kärnkraft
405 Climate miljöpol
406 Climate energi
407 Climate klimatetkanintevänta
408 Climate klimatstrejk
409 Climate uppn̊aklimatm̊alen
410 Climate fossilfrittsverige
411 ClimateGlobal saveourocean
412 ClimateGlobal agenda2030
413 ClimateGlobal hlpf18
414 ClimateGlobal endplasticpollution
415 ClimateGlobal beatplasticpollution
416 ClimateGlobal climatejustice
417 ClimateGlobal overshootday
418 ClimateGlobal sdg14
419 ClimateGlobal saveouroceans
420 ClimateGlobal stoppautrotningen
421 ClimateGlobal climate
422 ClimateGlobal cop24
423 ClimateGlobal fridaysforfuture
424 ClimateGlobal climatestrike
425 ClimateGlobal chemicals
426 ClimateGlobal now
427 ClimateGlobal climateaction
428 ClimateGlobal climatechange
429 ClimateGlobal earthhour
430 ClimateGlobal fridaysforfurture
431 ClimateGlobal biodiversity
432 ClimateGlobal biodiversityday
433 ClimateGlobal globalgoals
434 ClimateGlobal unea4
435 ClimateGlobal swegreen
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436 ClimateGlobal swgreen
437 Defence föpol
438 Defence fofrk
439 Defence svfm
440 Defence säkpol
441 Defence is
442 Defence terrorism
443 Defence extremism
444 Defence unsc
445 Defence radikalisering
446 Defence fofrk19
447 Defence veterandagen
448 Defence veteran
449 Defence hanating
450 Defence revingehed
451 Defence föu
452 Defence nato
453 Economy v̊ap18
454 Economy ekonomi
455 Economy freetradetuesday
456 Economy budget2019
457 Economy budget
458 Economy v̊arbudget
459 Economy freetrade
460 Economy budgetdebatt
461 Economy oecd
462 Economy oecdparl
463 Economy tillväxt
464 Economy bioekonomi
465 Economy finans
466 Economy budget19
467 Economy skatter
468 Economy v̊ap2018
469 Economy v̊arbudgeten
470 Economy servetskiss
471 Economy katastrofbudgeten
472 Economy servettskiss
473 Economy skattechock
474 Economy skatt
475 Education utbpol
476 Education skolan
477 Education skola
478 Education komvux50
479 Education skoltwitter
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480 Education lärarutbildningen
481 Education vetenskapsskolan
482 Education komvux
483 Education läslov
484 Education sfi
485 Education folkbildning
486 Education förskolansdag
487 Education lärargalan
488 Education lärarkongress
489 Education skolledarmöte18
490 Education yrkeshögskolan
491 Education lärandebygg
492 Education lärarförbundet
493 Education realgymnasiet
494 Education skolpaket
495 Education vasaskolan
496 Education utbildning
497 Education forskning
498 Education skolpol
499 Education lärare
500 Education högreutbildning
501 Education skolinspektionen
502 Education utbildningsutskottet
503 Education skolor
504 Europe brexit
505 Europe eu
506 Europe eupol
507 Europe europadagen
508 Europe eppo
509 Europe europahuset
510 Europe fac
511 Europe france
512 Europe polen
513 Europe irland
514 Europe ungern
515 Europe euval2019
516 Europe epp
517 Europe polska
518 Europe ukraine
519 Europe euval
520 Europe detbehövsenentreprenöribryssel
521 Europe europapodden
522 Europe ukraina
523 Europe brexitvote
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524 Europe commons
525 Europe ep2019
526 Europe epphelsinki
527 Europe epvalet
528 Europe orban
529 Europe aldecongress
530 Europe paris
531 Europe swexit
532 FakeNews fakenews
533 FakeNews faktakollen
534 FakeNews statsmedia
535 Feminism metoo
536 Feminism minkroppmittval
537 Feminism stockholmgenderforum
538 Feminism hedersförtryck
539 Feminism womensrights
540 Feminism brinnförjosefin
541 Feminism flickadagen
542 Feminism jämpol
543 Feminism jämställdhet
544 Feminism jämlikhet
545 Feminism samtycke
546 Feminism csw63
547 Feminism internationellakvinnodagen
548 Feminism meeto
549 Feminism systerskap
550 Feminism 8mars
551 Feminism hennesröst
552 Feminism fempol
553 Feminism feminism
554 Feminism abort
555 Feminism genderequalworld
556 Feminism shedecides
557 Feminism genderequality
558 Foreign trump
559 Foreign iraq
560 Foreign lebanon
561 Foreign venezuela
562 Foreign africaeurope2018
563 Foreign armenien
564 Foreign baghdad
565 Foreign chile
566 Foreign irak
567 Foreign pgaforum
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568 Foreign usa
569 Foreign utvpol
570 Foreign zimbabwe
571 Foreign syrien
572 Foreign utrikespol
573 Foreign utpol
574 Foreign yemen
575 Foreign armenia
576 Foreign canada
577 Foreign ethiopia
578 Foreign oscemc18
579 Foreign erdogan
580 Foreign eritrea
581 Foreign globaldeal
582 Foreign iran
583 Foreign georgia
584 Foreign iraqi
585 Foreign iran
586 Foreign li62dakar
587 Foreign libya
588 Foreign mapuche
589 Foreign putin
590 Foreign russia
591 Foreign ryssland
592 Foreign syria
593 Foreign un
594 Foreign utrpol
595 Foreign zaidacatalan
596 Foreign msc2019
597 Foreign nordkorea
598 Foreign kuba
599 Foreign afghanistan
600 Foreign saudiarabia
601 Foreign christchurch
602 Foreign kina
603 Foreign christhchurch
604 Foreign crimea
605 Foreign russian
606 Foreign swedeninunsc
607 Foreign swejpn150
608 HBTQ HBTQ
609 HBTQ stockholmpride
610 HBTQ europride2018
611 HBTQ europride
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612 HBTQ pride
613 HBTQ hbtq
614 HBTQ pride2018
615 Housing bopol
616 Housing hupol
617 Housing hyreschock
618 Housing bostad
619 Housing arkpol
620 Housing byggiträ
621 Housing urbpol
622 Humanity mh18
623 Humanity medmänsklighet
624 Humanity opcw
625 Humanity kris
626 Humanity leavenoonebehind
627 Humanity fadimedagarna
628 Humanity freeguiminhai
629 Humanity fikrumaru
630 Humanity weremember
631 Humanity vist̊arinteut
632 Humanity humanrights
633 Humanity mänskligarättigheter
634 Humanity peace
635 Humanity humormothat
636 Humanity tystnaaldrig
637 Humanity backadurmaz
638 Humanity barnrätt
639 Humanity förintelsensminnesdag
640 Humanity nmr
641 Humanity rasism
642 Humanity barnkonventionen
643 Humanity barnäktenskap

644 JÖK jök

645 JÖK januariavtalet

646 JÖK regeringsbildning

647 JÖK regeringsförklaring

648 JÖK regeringsbildningen

649 JÖK regeringsförklaringen

650 JÖK cveket

651 JÖK januaribl̊asningen

652 JÖK januariblaasningen

653 JÖK släppaframvänstern

654 JÖK januariöverenskommelsen
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655 JÖK statsministeromröstning

656 JÖK sveket
657 LawAndOrder polisen
658 LawAndOrder polisutbildningen
659 LawAndOrder poliser
660 LawAndOrder handgranater
661 LawAndOrder krimpol
662 LawAndOrder bilm̊alvakter
663 LawAndOrder tullen
664 LawAndOrder polisens
665 LawAndOrder vapen
666 LawAndOrder ordningsvakter
667 LawAndOrder polis
668 LawAndOrder trygghet
669 LawAndOrder bksomlag
670 LawAndOrder fotboja
671 LawAndOrder gdpr
672 LawAndOrder justitie
673 LawAndOrder omr̊adespoliser
674 LawAndOrder säpo
675 LawAndOrder tiggeri
676 LawAndOrder bilbränder
677 LawAndOrder flerpoliser
678 LawAndOrder handgranat
679 LawAndOrder polisutbildning
680 LawAndOrder äganderätt
681 LawAndOrder vapendirektivet
682 LawAndOrder bl̊aljus
683 LawAndOrder br̊a
684 LawAndOrder ordningochreda
685 LawAndOrder ordningoreda
686 LawAndOrder bilbränderna
687 Media pldebatt
688 Media opinionlive
689 Media agenda
690 Media svtopinion
691 Media slutdebatten
692 Media tv4val
693 Media slutdebatt
694 Media partiledardebatt
695 Media aktuellt
696 Media svtagenda
697 Media svt
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698 Media duellen
699 Media debatten2018
700 Media duellen2018
701 Media debatten
702 Media pldebat
703 Media svtnyheter
704 Media srdebatt
705 Media tv4
706 Media dn
707 Media mittmedia
708 Media svtaktuellt
709 Media morgonstudion
710 Media tv4debatt
711 Media tv4duellen
712 Media kallafakta
713 Media rapport
714 Media tv4nyheter
715 Media svtopinionlive
716 Media tv4duell
717 Media aftonbladet
718 Media folkbladet
719 Media nyhetsmorgon
720 Media partiledarutfragning
721 Media svd
722 Media uppdraggranskning
723 Media expressen
724 Media expressentv
725 Media publicservice
726 Media sr
727 Media norran
728 Media nyheterna
729 Media svtdebatt
730 Media svt1
731 Media svtpol
732 Media granskning
733 Media srvästerbotten
734 Migration migpol
735 Migration obligatoriskutvisning
736 Migration inkludering
737 Migration migration
738 Migration integration
739 Migration l̊atdeungastanna
740 Nordic nrsession
741 Nordic finland
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742 Nordic nordiskr̊ad
743 Nordic vibyggernorden
744 Nordic norge
745 Nordic norden
746 Nordic nrpol
747 Nordic norden2018
748 PolForum järvaveckan
749 PolForum almedalen2018
750 PolForum almadalen2018
751 PolForum almedalen18
752 PolForum almedalen
753 PolForum almedalsveckan
754 Polemic servettregeringen
755 Polemic åsiktsvänstern
756 Polemic twittervänstern
757 Polemic sveavägen68
758 Polemic stoppasosseriet
759 Polemic trams
760 Polemic vadfanh̊allernip̊amed
761 Polemic identitetsvänstern
762 Polemic sammanbrottsregeringen
763 Polemic rättsidaavhistorien
764 Polemic åsiktseliten
765 Polemic p̊arättsidaavhistorien
766 Polemic hyckleri
767 Polemic medieeliten
768 Polemic skris
769 Polemic rödgrönröra
770 Polemic löftesbrott
771 Polemic medievänstern
772 Polemic sosseadeln
773 Polemic vänsterhatet
774 Rural skog
775 Rural gillaskog
776 Rural lrf
777 Rural skogsbrand
778 Rural jakt
779 Rural landsbygd
780 Rural helalandetskaleva
781 Rural varg
782 Rural jordbruk
783 Rural skogsbruk
784 Rural helalandet
785 Rural riktigskog
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786 Rural viltv̊ard
787 Rural landsbygdsriksdagen
788 Rural lantbruk
789 Rural skogen
790 Rural lrfstämma2018
791 Sport twittpuck
792 Sport viärsverige
793 Sport esport
794 Sport stockholmmarathon
795 Sport basket
796 Sport hockey
797 Sport öif
798 Sport hockeyvm
799 Sport brynäs
800 Sport engswe
801 Sport idrott
802 Sport workout
803 Sport v̊arruset
804 Sport skidvm
805 Sport handballwm
806 Sport vmguld
807 Sport bandy
808 Sport basketse
809 Sport handboll
810 Sport ryttarvm
811 Sport älskapuckelpist
812 Sport hif
813 Sport elhockey
814 Sport worldcup2018
815 Sport vasaloppet
816 Sport twittboll
817 Sport vm2018
818 Sport bajen
819 Sport fotbollsvm2018
820 Sport fotbollsvm
821 Sport vm
822 Sport älskaöfk
823 Sport hejasverige
824 Sport fotboll
825 Sport vigerossaldrig
826 Sport vm18
827 Sport ifkgbg
828 Sport mexswe
829 Sport aik
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830 Sport allsvenskan
831 Sport sweeng
832 Sport coyg
833 Sport worldcup2018russia
834 Sport djurg̊arden
835 Sport germanyvssweden
836 Sport mff
837 Sport worldcup18
838 Sport worldcuprussia2018
839 Sport fifaworldcup
840 Sport swemex
841 SweidshAcademy svenskaakademien
842 SweidshAcademy knytblus
843 SweidshAcademy knytblusförsara
844 SweidshAcademy nobelpeaceprize
845 SweidshAcademy backasaradanius
846 SweidshAcademy svenskaakademin
847 SweidshAcademy nobel
848 SweidshAcademy nobelpeaceprize2018
849 SweidshAcademy nobelprize
850 SweidshAcademy saradanius
851 SweidshAcademy backasara
852 SwedishCulture SwedishCulture
853 SwedishCulture melfest
854 SwedishCulture urkult
855 SwedishCulture p̊asp̊aret
856 SwedishCulture avicii
857 SwedishCulture esc
858 SwedishCulture eurovision
859 SwedishCulture kalleanka
860 SwedishCulture midsommar
861 SwedishCulture melodifestivalen
862 SwedishCulture kultur
863 SwedishCulture melfest2019
864 SwedishCulture mello
865 SwedishCulture mellot
866 SwedishCulture semla
867 Transport sj
868 Transport tforum19
869 Transport höghastighetst̊ag
870 Transport infrapol
871 Transport nollvision
872 Transport sas
873 Transport transportgate
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874 Transport natt̊ag
875 Transport t̊ag
876 Transport t̊agkaos
877 Transport kilometerskatt
878 Transport trafikpol
879 Transport bil
880 Transport infrastruktur
881 Transport dubbdäck
882 Transport h̊allbaratransporter
883 Transport bensinskatt
884 Transport vinsterivälfärden
885 Transport bensin
886 Transport bilnätverk
887 Transport sl
888 Transport transport
889 Welfare familjevecka
890 Welfare välfärd
891 Welfare funkpol
892 Welfare lss
893 Welfare bilförlossning
894 Welfare dikesförlossning
895 Welfare räddalss
896 Welfare v̊ardpol
897 Welfare rättvisv̊ard
898 Welfare pension
899 Welfare välfärdssveket
900 Welfare svenskamodellen
901 Welfare välfärdsmiljarder
902 Welfare vardpol
903 Welfare sjukv̊ard
904 Welfare v̊ard
905 Welfare välfärdärtrygghet
906 Welfare fri̊ar
907 Welfare hälsa
908 Welfare pensionsgruppen
909 Welfare stoppavinstjakten
910 Welfare äldresagenda
911 Welfare välfärdslöftet
912 Welfare tillsammansmotcancer
913 Welfare rockasockorna
914 Work jobb
915 Work arbetslinjen
916 Work arbetsförmedlingen
917 Work arbetsmiljö
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918 Work kompetensförsörjning
919 Work facket
920 Work schystavillkor
921 Work lo
922 Work ifmetall
923 Work jobbtillväxt
924 Work arbetsmarknad
925 Work kortarearbetstid
926 Work byggnads
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